Sussex Place Club

The School is proud to honour our dedicated and long-standing supporters as members of the Sussex Place Club. Individuals have made cumulative lifetime gifts in excess of £100,000 and organisations in excess of £1,000,000. We value and appreciate their generous and continued support.

Platinum £5,000,000+

- Kumar Birla MBA33(1992)
- Natie Kirsh
- Savio Kwan MSc09(1976)
- Idan Ofer MSc15(1982) and Batia Ofer
- David Pyott MSc13(1980) and Molly Pyott
- Sir Jim Ratcliffe MSc13(1980)
- Lord Sainsbury of Turville
- Tony Wheeler MSc05(1972) and Maureen Wheeler

Gold £1,000,000 - £4,999,999

- Anonymous
- Nigel Andrews MSc11(1978) and Joni Andrews
- The Bagri Family
- Lady Lindsay Ball
- Roger Carlsson MSc17(1984)
- Jeremy Coller
- Sir Donald Gordon*
- Ian Hannam MSc17(1984)
- Chris Ingram
- Alexander Knaster
- Ingrid Kwok MSc10(1977) and Thomas Kwok MSc10(1977)
- Vina Mak MSc19(1985) and Vincent Mak
- Sir John Ritblat
Silver £500,000 - £999,999

- Francis Finlay
- Mo Ibrahim
- Huw Jenkins MSc21(1986)
- Ian Laing MSc04(1971)
- Terry Neill MSc03(1970) and Aidan Neill EMBALJ2013
- David and Elaine Potter
- Antonio Quintella MBA33(1992) and Gabriela Quintella
- Mike Salamon MSc14(1981)*
- Paul Taylor MFFT1997

Bronze £100,000 - £499,999

- Anonymous
- Tarek Abdel Rahman MBA2004
- His Excellency Amr Al Dabbagh
- Muna Al Gurg DLEMBA2009
- His Excellency Sheikh Mohamed Althani SEP50(2002) and Sheikha Hanadi Althani DLEMBA2009
- Jeremy Asher
- Celia Atkin LEP16(1973)
- John Barnes MSc08(1975) and Family
- Bob Bauman
- Sir Len Blavatnik
- Simon Borrows MSc19(1985)
- Alan Braithwaite MSc08(1975)
- Garvin Brown MBA2001
- Gerry Brown LEP18(1974)
- Peggy Czyzak-Dannenbaum MSc09(1976)
- Saeb Eigner IEMP1997
- Peter Englander PhD1980
- Flavio Figueiredo MBA1995 and Renata Figueiredo
- Warren Finegold MSc14(1981)
- Stephen Forsyth MSc13(1980)
Norbert Furnion MBA1995 and Atosa Moini MBA1995
Gonzalo Garcia MBA1993 and Maria Garcia
David Gardner CFE1996
Lord Gavron of Highgate*
Paul Goddard MBA1998 and Liza Overs MBA1998
Mounir (Moose) Guen
Peter Hill MBA26(1989) and Julie Hill
Costas Kaplanis PhD1982 and Evi Kaplanis MSc14(1981), PhD1981
David Kotler MBA27(1989)
The Le Goy Family
Fouad and May Makhzoumi
Emanuel Mond MSc16(1983)
Nigel Morris MSc19(1985)
Marianthi O’Dwyer MBA1997 and Michael O’Dwyer MBA1998
Frederick Pakis SLN12(1980)
Sergio Ravich Calafell MBA1993 and Cornelia Ravich Calafell
Cecilia Reyes Leuzinger PhD1985
JR Rodriguez JEMBA2000
Sultan Fahd Salman Al Saud DEMBAS2012
Luis Stuhlberger
Aditya Talwar MBA2011 and Rashi Nayar MiM2010
Ann Tasker MSc09(1976) and Andrew Torrance MSc09(1976)
David Thorp MSc04(1971)
Navin Valrani EMBADS2013 and Monica Valrani
Vladimir Vendin MiFFT1998
Candy Wong MiFFT1997

Organisations

The 29th May 1961 Charitable Trust
Adecco UK Limited
Aditya Birla Group
AQR Capital Management
Bagri Foundation
• Carlsson Family Foundation
• David and Molly Pyott Foundation
• Deloitte
• Deutsche Bank
• The Executive Council of Dubai
• F&C Investments
• Gatsby Charitable Foundation
• The Idan and Batia Ofer Family Foundation
• Ineos Group Holdings
• J Coller Foundation
• Laidlaw Foundation
• Redeemer Foundation Limited
• Transmed
• Vodafone Group plc

*Deceased